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We revisit the role of the chiral “triangle” anomaly in deeply inelastic scattering (DIS) of electrons
off polarized protons employing a powerful worldline formalism. We demonstrate how the triangle
anomaly appears at high energies in the DIS box diagram for the polarized proton structure function
g1(xB , Q
2) in both the Bjorken limit of large Q2 and in the Regge limit of small xB . We show that
the operator product expansion is not required to extract the anomaly in either asymptotics though
it is sufficient in the Bjorken limit. Likewise, the infrared pole in the anomaly arises in both limits.
The leading contribution to g1, in both Bjorken and Regge asymptotics, is therefore given by the
expectation value of the topological charge density, generalizing a result previously argued by Jaffe
and Manohar to hold for the first moment of g1. In follow-up work, we will show how our results
motivate the derivation of a helicity-dependent effective action incorporating the physics of the
anomaly at small xB and shall discuss the QCD evolution of g1(xB , Q
2) in this framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has long been realized that deeply inelastic scattering (DIS) off polarized protons probes the physics of the chiral
anomaly in QCD [1] though its precise role has been the subject of some debate [2–4]. The purpose of this work
is revisit and cast new light on the chiral anomaly with a view to better understand the interplay between parton
dynamics and the topology of the QCD vacuum in the helicity structure of the proton at high energies.
In this paper, we will focus on the triangle graph [5–8] whereby the anomaly manifests itself in the coupling of the
isosinglet axial vector current to the topological charge density in the polarized proton. A careful treatment of the
triangle graph is essential to a first principles understanding of polarized DIS. For instance, as we shall discuss, the
off-forward matrix element for the polarized g1 structure function contains an infrared pole that appears to diverge
in the forward limit [4]. It is well known that the triangle graph is embedded in the usual box diagram for polarized
DIS in the Bjorken limit of large squared momentum transfer Q2. Our analysis, performed in a worldline formalism
particularly suited to discussions of the anomaly [9–17], will show however that the usual operator product expansion
(OPE) formalism is not necessary for this result though it is sufficient.
Our novel result is that the triangle graph appears identically in the box diagram for high energy polarized DIS in
the xB  1 Regge asymptotics [18] of the Bjorken variable xB . While there have been qualitative discussions [19–21]
of the triangle anomaly at small xB , a quantitative discussion has been lacking thus far. Our aim is to redress this
lack especially in view of polarized DIS experiments at the Electron Ion Collider (EIC) in the near future that will
access very small values of xB for the first time [22–24].
Albeit our focus here is on the triangle anomaly, follow-up papers (Papers II & III) in preparation will discuss further
the fundamental issues underlying the non-perturbative regularization of the infrared pole of the anomaly. Some of
these issues were discussed previously by Shore and Veneziano [25, 26], and by Shore, Narison and Veneziano [27, 28]–
for a nice review, see [29]. Specifically, in Paper II, we will motivate in the worldline formalism an effective action
for Regge asymptotics that is consistent with anomalous chiral Ward identities [30]. In Paper III, we will discuss the
energy evolution of helicity dependent distributions in this framework. We note that there is a considerable body of
work on perturbative resummations of the large logarithms in xB that drive the energy evolution of helicity dependent
distributions in Regge asymptotics [31–41].
To proceed further, we will recap briefly the discussion of the chiral anomaly in polarized DIS and some of the
subtle issues in its interpretation. Polarized inclusive deeply inelastic scattering (DIS) is defined as the process
l(l) +N(P, S)→ l(l′) +X , (1)
where the lepton l interacts with the polarized target hadronN via the exchange of a virtual photon γ∗ with momentum
q = l − l′. Here the target is characterized by its momentum vector P = (P+,M2/2P+, 0⊥) and the covariant spin
vector satisfies S2 = −1.
The hadron tensor in DIS is the matrix element of the product of electromagnetic currents [42],
Wµν(q, P, S) =
1
2pi
∫
d4x eiqx〈P, S|jµ(x)jν(0)|P, S〉 , (2)
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2where jµ =
∑
f ef Ψ¯fγ
µΨf is bilinear in the quark and antiquark field operators and ef denotes the electric charge of
a quark of flavor f . It can be split into symmetric and antisymmetric parts as
Wµν(q, P, S) = W¯µν(q, P ) + iW˜µν(q, P, S) . (3)
Since our interest in this paper is on spin effects in DIS, our focus will be on the antisymmetric part of Eq. (3), which
can be expressed in terms of spin dependent structure functions [43] as
W˜µν(q, P, S) =
2MN
P · q µναβq
α
{
Sβg1(xB , Q
2) +
[
Sβ − (S · q)P
β
P · q
]
g2(xB , Q
2)
}
, (4)
where the virtuality of the incoming virtual photon Q2 = −q2 > 0, the Bjorken variable xB = Q2/(2P · q), MN is
the proton mass and the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor µναβ is defined with 0123 = −1. It is convenient
to consider a longitudinally polarized target with the covariant spin vector Sµ(λ) ' 2λ˜PMN Pµ, where λ˜P = ± 12 is the
helicity. In this case, the g2 structure function does not contribute.
In the parton model, at leading twist, this expression simplifies to read [44]
g1(xB , Q
2) =
1
2
∑
f
e2f
(
∆qf (xB , Q
2) + ∆q¯f (xB , Q
2)
)
, (5)
where the polarized parton distribution function (pdf)
∆qf (xB , Q
2) =
1
4pi
∫
dy− e−iy
−xB P+ 〈P, S|Ψ¯f (0, y−, 0⊥)γ+γ5Ψf (0)|P, S〉 . (6)
Here P+ is the large light cone component of the momentum of the hadron. In light front quantization, ∆qf (xB , Q
2)
has the physical interpretation of the difference in the density of left and right handed quarks of a given quark flavor.
Likewise, ∆q¯f (xB , Q
2) denotes the difference in the density of left and right handed anti-quarks of the given flavor.
The first moment of Eq. (5) can be expressed [45], assuming flavor SU(3), as∫ 1
0
dxB g1(xB , Q
2) =
1
18
(
3F +D + 2 Σ(Q2)
)
. (7)
Here F and D in the combinations F+D and 3F−D are proportional respectively to the isotriplet axial vector current
and the octet axial vector current. The former is nothing but gA the nucleon’s axial vector coupling and is determined
quite precisely from β-decay experiments. Likewise, the latter is well known from hyperon decay experiments. Their
running is very weak and they can be treated for all relevant purposes as constants.
The object of interest in this equation is the net light quark helicity Σ(Q2) defined as the flavor singlet sum:
Σ(Q2) =
∑
f
∫ 1
0
dxB
(
∆qf (xB , Q
2) + ∆q¯f (xB , Q
2)
)
, (8)
and one can write, to leading twist accuracy,
SµΣ(Q2) =
1
MN
〈P, S|Ψ¯γµγ5Ψ|P, S〉 ≡ 1
MN
〈P, S|Jµ5 (0)|P, S〉 , (9)
where Jµ5 is the flavor isosinglet axial vector current in QCD. Σ(Q
2) contributes to the spin sum rule for the proton
and its value was first extracted in pioneering experiments by the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) [46, 47]; best
current estimates from COMPASS [48] give 2 Σ(Q2) = 0.32 ± 0.03(stat.) ± 0.03(syst.) at Q2 = 3 GeV2, which is in
good agreement with the extraction by HERMES [49] at Q2 = 5 GeV2 of 2 Σ(Q2) = 0.330±0.011(th.)±0.025(exp.)±
0.028(evol.). This is significantly below the “naive” quark model expectation [4] of 2 Σ(Q2) = 0.6 ± 0.12, which
would result from the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule equating the isosinglet and octet axial vector currents; for more detailed
discussions, see [50, 51]. This is of course the famous “spin crisis” of the proton – and has lead to a large body [52]
of theoretical and experimental work since.
The role of the anomaly becomes relevant for this discussion because the isosinglet axial vector current in Eq. (9)
is not conserved, satisfying the anomaly equation
∂µJ5µ(x) =
nfαs
2pi
Tr
(
Fµν(x)F˜
µν(x)
)
, (10)
3where Fµν is the QCD field strength tensor, its dual F˜
µν = 12
µνρσFρσ, nf is the number of light quark flavors and
αs =
g2
4pi , where g is the QCD coupling. One may however rewrite Eq. (9) in terms of a conserved current as
SµΣ(Q2) = SµΣ˜(Q2) + 2nf
1
MN
〈P, S|Kµ|P, S〉 , (11)
where SµΣ˜(Q2) = 1MN 〈P, S|J˜5µ|P, S〉. Here J˜5µ = J5µ − 2nfKµ is a conserved current since the anomaly satisfies the
equation
∂µJ
µ
5 = 2nf ∂µK
µ , (12)
with the Chern-Simons current Kµ defined to be
Kµ =
αS
8pi
µνρσ
[
Aνa
(
∂ρAσa −
1
3
gfabcA
ρ
bA
σ
c
)]
. (13)
One possible explanation for the small value of ∆Σ, advanced early [2, 3, 53] after the EMC discovery, is that if
first moment of g1 were providing information on Σ˜ rather than Σ, that would provide a potential resolution of the
spin crisis with the framework of the parton model itself. More specifically, it was argued on the basis of the gauge
structure of Kµ that one could write
Σ˜(Q2) = Σ(Q2)− nfαS
2pi
∆G , (14)
where ∆G is the gluon helicity pdf. If ∆G is large, this would provide a natural explanation of the spin crisis. However
as pointed out by Jaffe and Manohar, this identification is intrinsically problematic because while the gluon helicity
pdf ∆G is manifestly gauge invariant, the same cannot be said of the Chern-Simons current. The latter is not gauge
invariant under large gauge transformations U , which give,
Kµ → Kµ + i g
8pi2
µναβ∂
ν
(
(U†∂αU)Aβ
)
+
1
24pi2
µναβ
[
(U†∂νU)(U†∂αU)(U†∂βU)
]
. (15)
The resolution of the problem, as discussed by Jaffe and Manohar [4] (see also [54]), lies in how one takes limits
when UA(1) is broken. This is because the breaking of this symmetry lifts an apparent pole in the forward scattering
amplitude. Indeed this is the fundamental reason why the η′-meson gets a mass (distinct from the pseudoscalar octet)
in QCD [20, 29, 55, 56]. We will now spell out the argument as sketched by Jaffe and Manohar. For our convenience,
and that of the reader familiar with their paper, we will use their notations.
We begin by first considering the r.h.s of Eq. (9) and writing its off-forward counterpart as [4]
1
MN
〈P ′, S|Jµ5 (0)|P, S〉 = Σ(Q2, t)Sµ + h(Q2, t) l · S lµ , (16)
where lµ = P ′µ−Pµ is the momentum transfer between the outgoing and incoming proton and t = l2. Here Σ(Q2, t)
and h(Q2, t) can be interpreted as form factors that represent respectively the coupling of the isosinglet axial vector
charge and the isosinglet pseudoscalar charge to the proton at finite momentum transfer. In particular, the former
represents the triangle diagram of the anomaly
il · S κ(Q2, t) = 1
MN
〈P ′, S|αsnf
2pi
Tr
(
Fµν F˜
µν
)
(0)|P, S〉 , (17)
which, as suggested by the r.h.s, represents the coupling of topological charge to the nucleon. The other form factor
h(t) represents the isosinglet pseudoscalar form factor, given by the coupling of the η′ meson to the nucleon [54, 57, 58].
Then from the anomaly equation (Eq. (10)), and from Eq. (16), one obtains,
κ(t) = Σ(Q2, t) + t h(Q2, t) . (18)
Further, since the η′ is massive, h(t) has no pole, which gives Σ(Q2, 0) = κ(Q2, 0). However, as stated in [4], the
triangle graph gives Sµ Σ(Q2, t) ∝ −iαs2pi l
µ
l2 Tr (FF˜ ). One cannot therefore naively take the forward limit.
More specifically, the statement that “h(t) has no pole” and the observation that the triangle graph has an infrared
pole are intimately connected and it is the interplay between the two that leads to a finite result. Indeed, as noted in
[4], the limit of momentum zero transfer must then be understood by writing the r.h.s of Eq. (16) as
Sµ Σ(Q2, t) + l · S lµ h(Q2, t) −→ l · S l
µ
t
κ(Q2, t) +
(
Sµ − l · S l
µ
t
)
λ(Q2, t) . (19)
4This decomposition separates the triangle graph from other contributions. For the forward matrix element of J5µ to
appear as a smooth limit of lµ → 0 (because the pole must be lifted by the mass of the η′) the triangle contribution
must cancel a similar contribution extracted from the pseudoscalar coupling, as suggested by the second term above.
One way to think about this is that there is a mixing of the contributions from the topological charge and an isosinglet
component of a pseudo-Goldstone nonet which can be separated out in this manner [25, 26, 59–63]. For this to hold,
one must of course have λ(0) = κ(0). As we will discuss in paper II, this follows from the Wess-Zumino-Witten
term [30, 64, 65] for the η′.
What survives then on the r.h.s as lµ → 0 is Sµλ(0) ≡ Sµκ(0). This gives the result
Σ(Q2) =
nf αs
2piMN
lim
lµ→0
〈P ′, S| 1
il · sTr
(
FF˜
)
(0)|P, S〉 . (20)
While the matrix element of Tr
(
FF˜
)
(0) is naively zero in the forward limit, the matrix element as defined above is
finite when one combines the contribution from the density matrix |P ′〉〈P | and the triangle operator. This is often
done in careful perturbative QCD computations by introducing a mass term or like infrared regulator which cancels
between the two to give the finite result [66–68]. However they do not arrive at the expression in Eq. (20) because
they do not further impose the constraints required by the soft dynamics1 of UA(1) breaking in QCD. If they are not
imposed, anomaly matching cannot occur and there will remain an unrequited pole from a pseudoscalar coupling to
the triangle graph [75]. For elegant reviews of the role of the anomaly and the Wess-Zumino-Witten term for the η′
in chiral effective largrangians for the pseudoscalar nonet, we refer the reader to [76, 77].
As we noted previously, our purpose here is to go beyond the discussion of the triangle anomaly in Σ(Q2) a la
Eq. (9) and to discuss its role in g1(x,Q
2) itself in both Bjorken and Regge asymptotics. We obtain the striking result
that the formal structure of our results is identical in the two asymptotic limits of perturbative QCD. Our quantitative
results for the latter in particular are novel. As the discussion above suggests, they have strong implications for our
understanding spin diffusion at small xB ; these will be discussed at length in Papers II & III.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section II, we will extend the worldline formalism developed for unpolarized
DIS by us previously [78] to the case of polarized DIS. We will first write down the most general expression for the
box diagram corresponding to g1(xB , Q
2). We will then consider the Bjorken asymptotics of Q2 → ∞ in section III
and demonstrate explicitly in Sec. III A how the triangle anomaly appears and provides the leading contribution in
this asymptotics. Our result is given in Eq. (68). A discussion of this result and its implications is provided in
Sec. III B for readers who may not be interested in the details of the worldline derivation. Our result here is of interest
firslyt because most treatments in the literature are of Σ(Q2) rather than g1(xB , Q
2) itself. Moreover, unlike these
discussions, we do not make use of the OPE. Our worldline framework allows us to classify graphs into those that
contain the anomaly structure, and those that do not, with the latter being suppressed in the Bjorken limit. Such a
classification may be of value in the computations of other DIS observables. We also comment on the consistency of
our results with an analysis of the perturbative evolution of Σ(Q2) and ∆G(Q2) to high loop accuracy.
In section IV, we show that the anomaly provides the leading contribution in the Regge asymptotics of xB → 0. The
worldline derivation in Sec. IV A is very similar to that of the previous section. Though our final result (Eq. (92)) is
formally identical to that in the Bjorken limit, subtle differences in the two derivations indicate that the computation
of the matrix element of the anomaly will differ both qualitatively and quantitatively in the two limits. This is
discussed in Sec. IV B.
A final section summarizes our results and briefly discusses their implications for the computation of g1(xB , Q
2). As
noted earlier, this computation in the Regge limit will be discussed at length in Papers II & III. Appendix A discusses
details of the computation of the box diagram of polarized DIS in the worldline formalism. Appendix B provides
detailed expressions for coefficient functions encountered in intermediate steps of the computation. The computation
of the triangle graph in this formalism is discussed in Appendix C.
II. WORLDLINE REPRESENTATION OF ANTISYMMETRIC PART OF THE HADRON TENSOR IN
POLARIZED DIS
To compute g1(x,Q
2), we will require (see Eq. (4)) the antisymmetric part W˜µν of the hadron tensor in the worldline
representation of DIS introduced in [78]. One first reexpresses the hadron tensor in Eq. (2) in terms of the second
1 For early discussions of these in the context of UA(1) breaking by instantons, following the seminal work of t’Hooft [69, 70], we refer
the reader to Refs. [71–74]. We note that while instantons provide an attractive dynamical mechanism, this interpretation of the
phenomenon is by no means unique.
5derivative of the effective action Γ[A] with respect to the electromagnetic field aµ(x) corresponding to the insertion
of incoming virtual photons γ∗ at two spacetime points:
Wµν(q, P, S) =
1
pie2
Im
∫
d4x eiqx〈P, S| δ
2Γ[a,A]
δaµ(
x
2 )δaν(−x2 )
|P, S〉 . (21)
Here A denotes the gluon background field of the target.
It is sufficient for our discussion of the triangle graph to work with the one loop QED+QCD representation2 of the
worldline effective action [16],
ΓQCD[a,A] = −1
2
∫ T
0
dT
T
Trc
∫
Dx
∫
Dψ exp
{
−
∫ T
0
dτ
(1
4
x˙2 +
1
2
ψµψ˙
µ + igx˙µ(Aµ + aµ)− igψµψνFµν(A+ a)
)}
,
(22)
which is characterized by 0+1 dimensional worldline trajectories of Boson (xµ(τ)) and Grassmann (ψµ(τ)) variables
coupled to background electromagnetic (aµ) and gluon (Aµ) fields. Note that the boson functional integral has periodic
(P) boundary conditions while the Grassmann functional integral has anti-periodic (AP) boundary conditions.
It is convenient to rewrite the operator in Eq. (21) in terms of the Fourier transformation of the effective action,
Γ˜µν [k1, k3] ≡
∫
d4z1d
4z3
δ2Γ[a,A]
δaµ(z1)δaν(z3)
|a=0 eik1z1eik3z3 , (23)
where k1 and k3 denote the incoming photon four-momenta; separating out the antisymmetric part of Eq. (21), we
obtain3
iW˜µν(q, P, S) =
1
2pie2
Im
∫
d4x e−iqx
∫
d4k1
(2pi)4
∫
d4k3
(2pi)4
e−ik1
x
2 eik3
x
2 〈P, S|Γ˜µνA [k1, k3]|P, S〉 , (24)
where Γ˜µνA [k1, k3] ≡ Γ˜µν [k1, k3]− (µ↔ ν).
The hadron tensor in Eq. (21) is taken in the forward limit when k1 = −k3 = −q. However as discussed in
the introduction, to obtain the infrared pole of the anomaly, one needs to calculate the off-forward matrix element
〈P ′| . . . |P 〉 in Eq. (21), where P ′ − P ≡ l, and then take the limit l → 0 in the final expression. Hence the incoming
photon momenta in our computation of ΓµνA [k1, k3] are kept distinct.
Taking the second derivative of the effective action, we obtain
ΓµνA [k1, k3] =
e2e2f
2
∫ ∞
0
dT
T
Trc
∫
Dx
∫
Dψ
[
V µ1 (k1)V
ν
3 (k3)− (µ↔ ν)
]
(25)
× exp
{
−
∫ T
0
dτ
(1
4
x˙2 +
1
2
ψµψ˙
µ + igx˙µAµ − igψµψνFµν
)}
,
where
V µi (ki) ≡
∫ T
0
dτi(x˙
µ
i + 2iψ
µ
i kj · ψj)eiki·xi , (26)
is the vertex corresponding to the interaction of a worldline with the external electromagnetic current, and xi ≡ x(τi),
ψi ≡ ψ(τi).
Expanding the worldline action up to the second order in the background field4, one obtains,
ΓµνA [k1, k3] = (−ig)2
e2e2f
2
∫ ∞
0
dT
T
Trc
∫
Dx
∫
Dψ exp
{
−
∫ T
0
dτ
(1
4
x˙2 +
1
2
ψ · ψ˙
)}
(27)
×
[
V µ1 (k1)V
ν
3 (k3)
∫ T
0
dτ2
(
x˙α2Aα(x2) + 2ψ
α
2 ψ
λ
2 ∂λAα(x2)
)∫ T
0
dτ4
(
x˙β4Aβ(x4) + 2ψ
β
4ψ
η
4∂ηAβ(x4)
)
− (µ↔ ν)
]
.
2 For a discussion of higher loop contributions to the effective action, we refer the reader to [79–81].
3 Note that Eq. (24) is written in Euclidean space-time with signature η = (1, 1, 1, 1). In our calculation, we perform an analytical
continuation to Minkowski space-time with g = (1,−1,−1,−1) by the replacement ηµν → −gµν , see Ref. [16].
4 In discussions of the anomaly, it is often convenient to impose Fock-Schwinger gauge x ·A = 0, and expand the result in powers of Fµν–
see [82] for instance, for an explicit derivation of the anomaly equation in the worldline formalism. For our discussion of the anomaly,
the approach here is sufficient; that it is so is a non-trivial feature of the non-Abelian axial anomaly [83, 84].
6One can rewrite this further in terms of the Fourier transforms of the background gauge fields
Aα(x2) =
∫
d4k2
(2pi)4
eik2·x2A˜α(k2); Aβ(x4) =
∫
d4k4
(2pi)4
eik4·x4A˜β(k4) , (28)
as
ΓµνA [k1, k3] =
∫
d4k2
(2pi)4
∫
d4k4
(2pi)4
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4] Trc(A˜α(k2)A˜β(k4)) , (29)
where
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4] ≡ −
g2e2e2f
2
∫ ∞
0
dT
T
∫
Dx
∫
Dψ exp
{
−
∫ T
0
dτ
(1
4
x˙2 +
1
2
ψ · ψ˙
)}
×
[
V µ1 (k1)V
ν
3 (k3)V
α
2 (k2)V
β
4 (k4)− (µ↔ ν)
]
, (30)
corresponds to the well-known box diagram of DIS with four incoming momenta ki shown in Fig. 1.
k1
FIG. 1. The box diagram ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4] for polarized DIS.
Taking the product of the four worldline interaction vertices V µi (ki), and removing the terms proportional to x˙
µ
1 x˙
ν
3
and x˙α2 x˙
β
4 , which do not contribute to the antisymmetric part of the hadron tensor
5, we obtain
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4] = −
g2e2e2f
2
∫ ∞
0
dT
T
∫
Dx
∫
Dψ exp
{
−
∫ T
0
dτ
(1
4
x˙2 +
1
2
ψ · ψ˙
)}
×
4∏
k=1
∫ T
0
dτk
[ 9∑
n=1
Cµναβn;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]− (µ↔ ν)
]
ei
∑4
i=1 kixi . (31)
where the coordinate (xi ≡ x(τi)) and Grassmann variables (ψi ≡ ψ(τi)) in the coefficients Cµναβn;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
depend on the proper time coordinates of the interaction of the worldlines with the external electromagnetic and
5 Indeed, the interaction of the worldline with external particles through x˙µ1 x˙
ν
3 and x˙
α
2 x˙
β
4 coincides with that of scalar QED. As a result,
it doesn’t generate any spin dependent effect.
7gauge fields:
Cµναβ1;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4] = −4x˙ν3ψ
µ
1ψ1 · k1x˙β4ψα2 ψ2 · k2;
Cµναβ2;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4] = −4x˙ν3ψ
µ
1ψ1 · k1x˙α2ψβ4ψ4 · k4;
Cµναβ3;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4] = −4x˙
µ
1ψ
ν
3ψ3 · k3x˙α2ψβ4ψ4 · k4;
Cµναβ4;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4] = −4x˙
µ
1ψ
ν
3ψ3 · k3x˙β4ψα2 ψ2 · k2
Cµναβ5;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4] = −8ix˙ν3ψ
µ
1ψ1 · k1ψα2 ψ2 · k2ψβ4ψ4 · k4;
Cµναβ6;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4] = −8ix˙
µ
1ψ
ν
3ψ3 · k3ψα2 ψ2 · k2ψβ4ψ4 · k4
Cµναβ7;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4] = −8ix˙
β
4ψ
α
2 ψ2 · k2ψµ1ψ1 · k1ψν3ψ3 · k3;
Cµναβ8;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4] = −8ix˙α2ψ
β
4ψ4 · k4ψµ1ψ1 · k1ψν3ψ3 · k3
Cµναβ9;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4] = 16ψ
µ
1ψ1 · k1ψν3ψ3 · k3ψα2 ψ2 · k2ψβ4ψ4 · k4 (32)
We can further rewrite Eq. (31) as
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
= −g
2e2e2f
2
(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
∫ ∞
0
dT
T
4∏
k=1
∫ T
0
dτk
1
4pi2T 2
( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)
〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉 , (33)
where
1
4pi2T 2
Iµναβn;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉
=
∫
Dx
∫
Dψ
(
Cµναβn;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]ei
∑4
i=1 kixi − (µ↔ ν)
)
exp
{
−
∫ T
0
dτ
(1
4
x˙2 +
1
2
ψ · ψ˙
)}
. (34)
The correlator of the exponential factors in Eq. (33) is obtained as an intermediate step in the computation of the
functional integrals in Eq. (31); it can be expressed as
〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉 = exp
[
k1 · k2GB(τ1, τ2) + k1 · k3GB(τ1, τ3) + k1 · k4GB(τ1, τ4)
+k2 · k3GB(τ2, τ3) + k2 · k4GB(τ2, τ4) + k3 · k4GB(τ3, τ4)
]
, (35)
where
GB(τi, τj) = |τi − τj | − (τi − τj)
2
T
, (36)
is the bosonic worldline propagator [11] on a closed loop of period T. This remarkably simple result for the correlator is
a generic feature of worldline path integrals and follows from performing Wick contractions of bosonic and Grassmann
worldline propagagators employing techniques pioneered by Bern and Kosower [85–87] and discussed at length in [16].
The explicit expression for one of the coefficients (Iµναβ1;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]) is worked out in Appendix A.
It is convenient to introduce a reparametrization τ = uT of the proper time variables, where u ∈ [0, 1]. With this
reparametrization, Eq. (33) can be rewritten as
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
= −g
2e2e2f
8pi2
(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
4∏
k=1
∫ 1
0
duk
( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)∫ ∞
0
dT T exp
[
T
(
k1 · k2GB(u1, u2)
+k1 · k3GB(u1, u3) + k1 · k4GB(u1, u4) + k2 · k3GB(u2, u3) + k2 · k4GB(u2, u4) + k3 · k4GB(u3, u4)
)]
. (37)
The integration over the worldline period T can now be performed easily, and one obtains,
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
= −g
2e2e2f
8pi2
(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
4∏
k=1
∫ 1
0
duk
( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)[
− k1 · k2GB(u1, u2)
−k1 · k3GB(u1, u3)− k1 · k4GB(u1, u4)− k2 · k3GB(u2, u3)− k2 · k4GB(u2, u4)− k3 · k4GB(u3, u4)
]−2
, (38)
8In the following two sections, we will explore in the physically interesting Bjorken and Regge asymptotics respectively
the structure of the box diagram represented by Eq. (38). We will show explicitly in both limits that the leading
contribution to the box diagram is given by the triangle anomaly.
a
FIG. 2. Two “triangle” limits of the box diagram: a) the Bjorken limit, given by Eq. (39), b) the Regge limit given by Eq. (40).
In the Bjorken limit of QCD, when the virtuality of the incoming photons Q2 → ∞ and xB = Q
2
2P ·q is fixed, the
distance between the points of interaction of the worldline with the incoming photons (τ1 → τ3) is defined by a
negligibly small number u1 − u3 ∼ Λ2QCD/Q2, where ΛQCD ≈ 200 MeV is the intrinsic non-perturbative scale of the
theory. This limit of the box diagram is illustrated in Fig. 2a. In this limit,
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
= −g
2e2e2f
8pi2
(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
4∏
k=1
∫ 1
0
duk
( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)∣∣∣
u1=u3
[
− k1 · k2GB(u1, u2)
−k1 · k3GB(u1, u3)− k1 · k4GB(u1, u4)− k2 · k3GB(u2, u3)− k2 · k4GB(u2, u4)− k3 · k4GB(u3, u4)
]−2
. (39)
Corrections to this formula are suppressed by a relative power 1/Q2.
In a similar fashion, the Regge limit of perturbative QCD (pQCD) is characterized by a fixed virtuality Q2  Λ2QCD
and xBj → 0. In these asymptotics, the interaction of the worldline with the background gluons corresponds to an
instantaneous interaction with a shock wave; in the box diagram, this corresponds to τ2 → τ4, or equivalently, u2 ' u4,
as shown in Fig. 2b. As a result, in this limit,
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
xBj→0
= −g
2e2e2f
8pi2
(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
4∏
k=1
∫ 1
0
duk
( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)∣∣∣
u2=u4
[
− k1 · k2GB(u1, u2)
−k1 · k3GB(u1, u3)− k1 · k4GB(u1, u4)− k2 · k3GB(u2, u3)− k2 · k4GB(u2, u4)− k3 · k4GB(u3, u4)
]−2
. (40)
In analogy to the Bjorken limit, corrections to this expression are suppressed by a relative power ∼ Q2s/M2, where
M2 = 2xP · q is a large scale when s → ∞. Here x denotes the longitudinal momentum fraction of the proton
momentum carried by the background gluon, and Qs denotes the typical transverse momentum
6 of the background
gluons in Regge asymptotics.
6 We will discuss this emergent scale further in section IV.
9Clearly, a nice feature of the worldline formalism is that the expressions for the Bjorken limit (Eq. (39)) and the
Regge limit (Eq. (40)) can both be understood as proper time limits of the box diagram – indeed, as sketched in
Fig. 2, the triangle structure has a clear visual representation in both asymptotics. This is not the case for the usual
OPE language of pQCD where the former is manifest while the latter is not.
III. THE TRIANGLE ANOMALY IN THE BJORKEN LIMIT OF THE BOX DIAGRAM
In this section, we will compute the box diagram of Fig. 1 in the Bjorken limit. This corresponds to a resolution scale
corresponding to a transverse area in the proton which vanishes with 1/Q2 → ∞; in the QCD worldline formalism,
this corresponds to u1 ' u3 in Eq. (37), resulting in Eq. (39).
A. Worldline computation of box diagram in the Bjorken limit
We have explicitly computed the first of the coefficients Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4] explicitly in Appendix A; the
rest can be computed similarly. The expressions for all of the nine terms are provided in Appendix B. The sum of
these, for u1 = u3, is given by( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)∣∣∣
u1=u3
= µνηκ(k1η − k3η)
×
(
k2 · k4
[
G˙2B(u1, u4)− G˙B(u1, u4)G˙B(u2, u4) + G˙B(u1, u2)
(
G˙B(u1, u2) + G˙B(u2, u4) + G˙B(u4, u1)
)]
καβσk2σ
+k2 · k4
[
− G˙2B(u1, u2)− G˙B(u1, u2)G˙B(u2, u4) + G˙B(u1, u4)
(
G˙B(u1, u2) + G˙B(u2, u4) + G˙B(u4, u1)
)]
καβσk4σ
+
[
− G˙B(u1, u4)G˙B(u2, u4) + G˙2B(u1, u4) + G˙B(u1, u2)
(
G˙B(u1, u2) + G˙B(u2, u4) + G˙B(u4, u1)
)]
κασλkβ2 k2σk4λ
+G˙2B(u1, u4)
κασλkβ4 k2σk4λ − G˙2B(u1, u2)κβσλkα2 k2σk4λ
+
[
− G˙B(u1, u2)G˙B(u2, u4)− G˙2B(u1, u2) + G˙B(u1, u4)
(
G˙B(u1, u2) + G˙B(u2, u4) + G˙B(u4, u1)
)]
κβσλkα4 k2σk4λ
−αλβσkκ2k2λk4σ − αλβσkκ4k2λk4σ
)
. (41)
This expression looks formidable with a large number of Lorentz structures; such structures are also obtained in the
well-known perturbative computation of the triangle diagram of the anomaly [88, 89]. We will show explicitly that
this expression can be greatly simplified using a few identities and a mass-shell constraint on the background gluons.
We first use the identity7
αλβσkκ2k2λk4σ = −kα2 λβσκk2λk4σ − kβ2 σκαλk2λk4σ − k2 · k4καλβk2λ , (42)
for the last but one term in Eq. (41), and a similar identity for the last term, to reexpress it as( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)∣∣∣
u1=u3
= µνηκ(k1η − k3η)
×
([
− 1 + G˙2B(u1, u4)− G˙B(u1, u4)G˙B(u2, u4) + G˙B(u1, u2)
(
G˙B(u1, u2) + G˙B(u2, u4) + G˙B(u4, u1)
)]
×(k2 · k4καβσk2σ + κασλkβ2 k2σk4λ) +
[
1− G˙2B(u1, u2)− G˙B(u1, u2)G˙B(u2, u4)
+G˙B(u1, u4)
(
G˙B(u1, u2) + G˙B(u2, u4) + G˙B(u4, u1)
)]
(k2 · k4καβσk4σ + κβσλkα4 k2σk4λ)
+
[
− 1 + G˙2B(u1, u4)
]
κασλkβ4 k2σk4λ +
[
1− G˙2B(u1, u2)
]
κβσλkα2 k2σk4λ
)
. (43)
Now recall that the α, β open indices on the l.h.s are contracted with the gauge fields, as shown in Eq. (29). Since
the background gluons are on mass-shell, kβ4Aβ(k4) = 0 and k
α
2Aα(k2) = 0. Hence the last two tensorial structures in
7 This result can be easily obtained from the standard cyclic identity vµναβσ + vναβσµ + vαβσµν + vβσµνα + vσµναβ = 0, where
vµ is an arbitrary four-vector and a mass-shell condition k22 = k
2
4 = 0 is imposed on the background gluons.
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the above equation don’t contribute. Further, the first two structures can be simplified using
k2 · k4καβσk2σ + κασλkβ2 k2σk4λ → −kκ2 αβσλk2σk4λ , (44)
where we have used kα2Aα(k2) = 0 to eliminate a term in Eq. (42), and likewise,
k2 · k4καβσk4σ + κβσλkα4 k2σk4λ → kκ4 αβσλk2σk4λ . (45)
As a result, the sum of coefficients simplifies to( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)∣∣∣
u1=u3
= −µνηκ(k1η − k3η) (46)
×
([
− 1 + G˙2B(u1, u4)− G˙B(u1, u4)G˙B(u2, u4) + G˙B(u1, u2)X (u1, u2, u4)
]
kκ2 
αβσλk2σk4λ
+
[
− 1 + G˙2B(u1, u2) + G˙B(u1, u2)G˙B(u2, u4)− G˙B(u1, u4)X (u1, u2, u4)
]
kκ4 
αβσλk2σk4λ
)
,
where
X (u1, u2, u4) = G˙B(u1, u2) + G˙B(u2, u4) + G˙B(u4, u1) . (47)
This expression can be written more compactly as( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)∣∣∣
u1=u3
= −1
2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)
[
− 2 + X 2(u1, u2, u4)
+ G˙2B(u1, u2)− G˙2B(u2, u4) + G˙2B(u4, u1)
]
(kκ2 + k
κ
4 )
αβσλk2σk4λ . (48)
One can show that
X (u1, u2, u4) ≡ G˙B(u1, u2) + G˙B(u2, u4) + G˙B(u4, u1) = −GF (u1, u2)GF (u2, u4)GF (u4, u1) (49)
where GF (ui, uj) = sign(ui − uj) is the fermionic worldline propagator. Using then X 2 = 1 and
1− G˙2B(ui, uj) = 4GB(ui, uj) , (50)
we obtain( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)∣∣∣
u1=u3
= −2µνηκ(k1η − k3η)
[
−GB(u1, u2) +GB(u2, u4)−GB(u4, u1)
]
× (kκ2 + kκ4 )αβσλk2σk4λ . (51)
Substituting this back to Eq. (39), we obtain the following result for the box diagram in the Bjorken limit of QCD:
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
=
g2e2e2f
4pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
4∏
k=1
∫ 1
0
duk
×
[
−GB(u1, u2) +GB(u2, u4)−GB(u4, u1)
]
(kκ2 + k
κ
4 )
αβσλk2σk4λ
[
− k1 · k2GB(u1, u2)
−k1 · k3GB(u1, u3)− k1 · k4GB(u1, u4)− k2 · k3GB(u2, u3)− k2 · k4GB(u2, u4)− k3 · k4GB(u3, u4)
]−2
. (52)
Finally, we need to integrate over the proper time variables uk which define the position of the interaction points
on the worldline. Using the rotational invariance of the worldline loop [16], it is convenient to fix u1 = 0 (which is
equivalent then to u1 = 1). There are six possible orderings [1] of the proper time variables uk, which can be split
into the two classes shown in Fig. 3a and 3b.
The first class of diagrams in Fig. 3a corresponds to configurations where there are no gluon insertions between
the two electromagnetic currents. There are four such possible orderings: u3 > u2 > u4, u3 > u4 > u2, u2 > u4 > u3,
u4 > u2 > u3. By explicit calculation of the integrals over uk presented below, one finds that all these orderings yield
the same contribution with an infrared anomaly pole ∼ 1(k2+k4)2 . Indeed, as discussed at length in [90], such graphs
have the generic structure 1(k2+k4)2
1
(k1+k2)2
→ 1t 1Q2+2xP ·q , where recall k2 +k4 = l, k21 = Q2 and we define k2 = 2xP .
The second class of diagrams in Fig. 3b corresponds to a gluon insertion between the two electromagnetic currents
(corresponding to a “cat’s eye” topology) and have two possible orderings: u2 > u3 > u4 and u4 > u3 > u2.
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a
FIG. 3. Two distinct topologies corresponding to the ordering of the proper time coordinates uk.
These diagrams do not have an infrared pole ! This is because in this case the diagrams have the generic structure
1
(k1+k4)2
1
(k2+k3)2
→ 1Q2+2xP ·q 1Q2+2xP ·q and therefore do not have an infrared pole in the forward limit lµ → 0. Note
that this class of diagrams is suppressed by a factor of 1/Q2 relative to those given by Fig. 3a and therefore does not
contribute in the Bjorken limit.
Since all four orderings in Fig. 3a give the same result, we will fix the ordering of the proper times variables
(multiplying the expression by a factor of 4) in Eq. (52) as
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
= 4
g2e2e2f
4pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
∫ 1
0
du3
∫ u3
0
du4
∫ u4
0
du2
×
[
−GB(0, u2) +GB(u2, u4)−GB(u4, 0)
]
(kκ2 + k
κ
4 )
αβσλk2σk4λ
[
− k1 · k2GB(0, u2)
−k1 · k3GB(0, u3)− k1 · k4GB(0, u4)− k2 · k3GB(u2, u3)− k2 · k4GB(u2, u4)− k3 · k4GB(u3, u4)
]−2
. (53)
We now introduce the change of variables ui → ai, where the latter can be identified as the standard Feynman
parameters [11],
a1 = 1− u3; a2 = u3 − u4; a3 = u4 − u2; a4 = u2 , (54)
and rewrite Eq. (53) as
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
= 4
g2e2e2f
4pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
4∏
k=1
∫ 1
0
dak δ(1−
4∑
j=1
aj)
×
[
− 2a2a4
]
(kκ2 + k
κ
4 )
αβσλk2σk4λ
[
(k2 + k4)
2a2a4 + (k1 + k2)
2a1a3 + k
2
1a1a4 + k
2
3a1a2
]−2
. (55)
We have neglected terms ∼ a1 in the numerator of this equation; as mentioned previously, these terms, in the Bjorken
limit, are of O(1/Q4) and are therefore suppressed. To see this more clearly, following [90], we introduce a further
change of variables,
a1 = α; ai = (1− α)βi, i = 2, 3, 4 , (56)
and rewrite the equation as
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
= 4
g2e2e2f
4pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
∫ 1
0
dα
4∏
k=2
∫ 1
0
dβk δ(1−
∑
k=2,3,4
βk)
×
[
− 2β2β4
]
(kκ2 + k
κ
4 )
αβσλk2σk4λ
[
(k2 + k4)
2(1− α)β2β4 + (k1 + k2)2αβ3 + k21αβ4 + k23αβ2
]−2
, (57)
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The integral over α can be performed easily, giving
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
= −2g
2e2e2f
pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
(kκ2 + k
κ
4 )
αβσλk2σk4λ
(k2 + k4)2
×
4∏
k=2
∫ 1
0
dβk δ(1−
∑
k=2,3,4
βk)
1
(k1 + k2)2β3 + k21β4 + k
2
3β2
. (58)
Note that the first line on the r.h.s of this equation contains our result (computed explicitly in Appendix C) for the
triangle diagram in Eq. (C17). Specifically, we see that Eq. (58) has the infrared anomaly pole 1(k2+k4)2 ≡ 1t , which
doesn’t depend on the integration over βk. Hence it is safe to take the forward limit in the integrals over βk, and in
particular, the forward limit relation between the momenta of the incoming virtual photons: k23 = k
2
1. One can then
simplify the equation to read,
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
= −2g
2e2e2f
pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
(kκ2 + k
κ
4 )
αβσλk2σk4λ
(k2 + k4)2
×
4∏
k=2
∫ 1
0
dβk δ(1−
∑
k=2,3,4
βk)
1
2k1 · k2β3 + k21
. (59)
Next, one can straightforwardly perform the integration over the βk variables, which gives
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
= −2g
2e2e2f
pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
(kκ2 + k
κ
4 )
αβσλk2σk4λ
(k2 + k4)2
× 1
2k1 · k2
[(
1 +
k21
2k1 · k2
)
ln
[2k1 · k2 + k21
k21
]
− 1
]
, (60)
where we used the identity ∫ 1
0
dx
ax+ b
=
1
a
ln
[a+ b
b
]
, (61)
employed in standard computations of the box diagram [91].
Now substituting the above expression into the box diagram (Eq. (29)), we can write the antisymmetric piece of
the polarization tensor in the Bjorken limit as
ΓµνA [k1, k3]
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
= −g
2e2e2f
pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)
kκ2 + k
κ
4
(k2 + k4)2
×
∫
d4k2
(2pi)4
∫
d4k4
(2pi)4
(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
1
2k1 · k2
[(
1 +
k21
2k1 · k2
)
ln
[2k1 · k2 + k21
k21
]
− 1
]
Trc(Fαβ(k2)F˜
αβ(k4)) . (62)
In arriving at this expression, we have generalized the expression in terms of derivatives of the background fields to
express it in terms of the field strength tensors Fµν and its dual F˜µν , where recall F˜µν =
1
2 µνρσF
ρσ.
Finally, substituting Eq. (62) into the antisymmetric piece of the hadron tensor (Eq. (24)), we obtain
iW˜µνf (q, P, S)
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
= −g
2e2f
pi3
Im µνηκqη
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
1
2q · k
[(
1 +
q2
2q · k
)
ln
[2q · k + q2
q2
]
− 1
]
×
∫
d4z e−ikz lim
lκ→0
lκ
l2
〈P ′, S|TrcFαβ(z)F˜αβ(0)|P, S〉 , (63)
where W˜µν(q, P, S) =
∑
f W˜
µν
f (q, P, S) and P
′κ − Pκ = lκ. In writing this result, we used Eq. (28), integrated over
intermediate momenta and coordinates, and performed an analytical continuation of the expression to Minkowski
space-time.
Following [44], we will make a high energy approximation and write kµ ≈ (k · n)Pµ, where n is a dimensionful
vector such that n2 = 0 and n · P = 1. As a result, we can rewrite the equation as
iW˜µνf (q, P, S)
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
= −g
2e2f
pi3
Im
1
2P · q 
µνη
κqη
∫ 1
0
dx
1
x
[(
1− xB
x
)
ln
[x− xB
−xB
]
− 1
]
×
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
δ(x− k · n) lim
lκ→0
lκ
l2
∫
d4z e−ikz〈P ′, S|TrcFαβ(z)F˜αβ(0)|P, S〉 . (64)
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The imaginary part of the expression on the r.h.s is obtained from the identity ln(x) = ln(|x|)+ ipi, which also requires
that we impose x ≥ xB . Hence,
iW˜µνf (q, P, S)
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
=
g2e2f
pi2
1
2P · q 
µνη
κqη
∫ 1
xB
dx
x
(
1− xB
x
)
×
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
δ(x− k · n) lim
lκ→0
lκ
l2
∫
d4ze−ikz〈P ′, S|TrcFαβ(z)F˜αβ(0)|P, S〉 . (65)
Integrating over kµ further yields,
iW˜µνf (q, P, S)
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
=
4
P · q 
µνη
κqη
∫ 1
xB
dx
x
(
1− xB
x
)∫ dξ
2pi
e−iξx lim
lκ→0
lκ
l2
〈P ′, S|αse
2
f
2pi
TrcFαβ(ξn)F˜
αβ(0)|P, S〉 ,
(66)
where the r.h.s is rewritten in terms of the matrix element of the nonlocal operator∫
dξ
2pi
e−iξx lim
lκ→0
lκ
l2
〈P ′, S|αse
2
f
2pi
TrcFαβ(ξn)F˜
αβ(0)|P, S〉 . (67)
Comparing Eq. (66) with the general tensorial decomposition of the antisymmetric part of the hadron tensor in
Eq. (4), allows us to extract our final result for g1(xB , Q
2) in the Bjorken limit:
Sµg1(xB , Q
2)
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
=
∑
f
e2f
αs
ipiMN
∫ 1
xB
dx
x
(
1− xB
x
)∫ dξ
2pi
e−iξx lim
lµ→0
lµ
l2
〈P ′, S|TrcFαβ(ξn)F˜αβ(0)|P, S〉 . (68)
Finally, as noted in the introduction, the first moment of g1(xB , Q
2) is simply related to Σ(Q2) and is given by
Sµ
∫ 1
0
dxB g1(xB , Q
2)
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
=
∑
f
e2f
αS
2ipiMN
lim
lµ→0
lµ
l2
〈P ′, S|TrcFαβ(0)F˜αβ(0)|P, S〉 . (69)
Note that this expression is the first term on the r.h.s of Eq. (5.19) in Ref. [4]. Clearly, this differs from Eq. (20)
because, as discussed in the introduction, the contribution from the pseudoscalar sector is not included here.
B. Discussion of Bjorken limit result in Eq. (68)
The result for g1(xB , Q
2) is one of the principal results of this paper. It shows that the box diagram for polarized
DIS in the Bjorken limit is dominated by the triangle anomaly and if not regulated appropriately will diverge in
the forward limit lκ → 0. Though nonlocal, the nonlocality must be interpreted as a smearing of the operator
corresponding to the bare topological charge density QB =
αS
8pi Tr
(
FF˜
)
. This is because our derivation parallels
exactly the derivation (worked out in Appendix C) of the triangle anomaly in the worldline formalism. Indeed, as
noted earlier, the first line of Eq. (58) already contains the infrared pole of the anomaly, with the terms on the second
line only giving finite contributions.
As we will discuss further in Papers II & III, this operator QB undergoes renormalization with evolution and mixes,
via the anomaly, with the t-channel exchange of a massless isosinglet pseudoscalar η0 to generate the massive η
′ meson.
Thus as emphasized by Veneziano [57], how one recovers a finite result for g1(xB , Q
2) in the forward limit lκ → 0 is
deeply tied to the resolution of the UA(1) problem in QCD. This is independent of whether the underlying dynamical
mechanism is due to instantons or other nonperturbative phenomena and a consequence of anomalous chiral Ward
identities [29].
With regard to the underlying dynamical mechanism, we should emphasize that the computation of the matrix
element on the r.h.s of the above expression is nontrivial. Firstly, if we naively take the forward limit, the matrix
element vanishes. One way to properly interpret this matrix element (along with the factor lµ/l2) is to consider its
path integral realization as a convolution of the operator and the density matrix of states. As is well known, the
anomaly arises from the measure of the path integral [92]. In the worldline formalism, this contribution of the measure
can be reexpressed as the imaginary part of the one loop effective action (or equivalently, the phase of the fermion
determinant). Thus the effect of the anomaly is distinct from that of the real part of the effective action, which is,
for instance, responsible for the equations of motion [82, 93].
In addition to the anomaly contribution, the imaginary part of the effective action contains a Wess-Zumino-Witten
term for the η0, as noted in the introduction, that will cancel the pole of the anomaly in the computation of the path
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integral [12]. This key point will be discussed further in Paper II. Our perspective is similar to that of Shore, Narison
and Veneziano [27–29], who employed the Wess-Zumino effective action [30] in their studies to obtain the same results
for the first moment of g1(xB , Q
2).
To discuss further the implications of our result, observe that the matrix element in Eq. (68) has a distinct tensorial
structure from that in the polarized gluon distribution8, which is defined as [94]
∆G(xB , Q
2) =
2i
xB
∫
dξ
2pi
e−iξxB 〈P, S|TrcnαFαµ(ξn)nβF˜βµ(0)|P, S〉
≡ 2i
xB(P+)2
∫
dξ
2pi
e−iξxB 〈P, S|TrcF+µ(ξn)F˜+µ(0)|P, S〉 . (70)
More importantly, as we have argued, g1(xB , Q
2) in Eq. (68) is dominated entirely by the anomaly contribution from
the imaginary part of the worldline effective action in the path integral for the matrix element. It is therefore unclear
how relate it to the r.h.s of the above expression9 as is often done in perturbative computations in the literature [95, 96].
Further clarity10 on this important issue can be obtained from the explicit computation of the matrix elements for
g1(xB , Q
2) and ∆G(xB , Q
2).
Our results are consistent with perturbative computations of the renormalization group evolution of Σ(Q2) with
Q2. In pQCD computations, the RG evolution of Σ(Q2) can mix that of the first moment ∆G(Q2) of Eq. (70), the
matrix element of the other isosinglet twist two operator in polarized DIS. Their combined evolution is described
by a two-by-two matrix of splitting functions of polarized quarks splitting into softer polarized quarks or gluons and
likewise, polarized gluons splitting into softer polarized gluons or quarks. These splitting functions were computed
to leading order (LO) in [1, 97, 98], to next-to-leading order (NLO) in [99–101] and to next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) in [102, 103]. As shown already for the leading order splitting functions in [104], but remarkably also for
the values of the splitting functions computed to NNLO accuracy [105], Σ(Q2) does not mix with ∆G(Q2). This is
precisely what we would expect since Σ(Q2) has a distinct topological structure determined by the chiral anomaly
alone. On the other hand, while ∆G does not influence the evolution of Σ(Q2), the converse needn’t be true, as also
observed in the pQCD computations. We would argue that this is because ∆G is sensitive to fermion zero modes
that are influenced by the anomaly.
IV. THE TRIANGLE ANOMALY IN THE REGGE LIMIT OF THE BOX DIAGRAM
We now turn our attention to the computation of the box diagram in the other interesting asymptotics of QCD,
the Regge limit of xB  1 for fixed Q2  Λ2QCD. In this regime, the quarks in the box diagram suffer a nearly
instantaneous shock wave interaction with the background gluons, which corresponds to taking the limit u2 → u4 in
Eq. (38), given by Eq. (40). As we shall see, the derivation closely parallels that of our discussion of the Bjorken limit,
with some small but important differences that we will draw the reader’s attention to.
A. Worldline computation of the box diagram in the Regge limit
A cursory examination reveals that taking the limit u2 → u4 in the box diagram is very similar to taking u1 → u3
in the Bjorken limit. Thus one can obtain the sum of the coefficients in Eq. (40) by borrowing Eq. (41) from the
8 We omit writing the gauge link between F+µ and F˜+µ required to ensure gauge invariance.
9 We thank Bob Jaffe for bringing his Varenna lectures (unpublished) to our attention, where this point is discussed at some length.
10 We thank Y. Hatta for an interesting discussion on this point.
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previous section and making the following substitutions: µ↔ α, ν ↔ β, k1 ↔ k2, k3 ↔ k4, u1 ↔ u2, u3 ↔ u4:( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)∣∣∣
u2=u4
= αβηκ(k2η − k4η)
×
(
k1 · k3
[
G˙2B(u2, u3)− G˙B(u2, u3)G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u2, u1)
(
G˙B(u2, u1) + G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u3, u2)
)]
κµνσk1σ
+k1 · k3
[
− G˙2B(u2, u1)− G˙B(u2, u1)G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u2, u3)
(
G˙B(u2, u1) + G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u3, u2)
)]
κµνσk3σ
+
[
− G˙B(u2, u3)G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙2B(u2, u3) + G˙B(u2, u1)
(
G˙B(u2, u1) + G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u3, u2)
)]
κµσλkν1k1σk3λ
+G˙2B(u2, u3)
κµσλkν3k1σk3λ − G˙2B(u2, u1)κνσλkµ1 k1σk3λ
+
[
− G˙B(u2, u1)G˙B(u1, u3)− G˙2B(u2, u1) + G˙B(u2, u3)
(
G˙B(u2, u1) + G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u3, u2)
)]
κνσλkµ3 k1σk3λ
−µλνσkκ1k1λk3σ − µλνσkκ3k1λk3σ
)
. (71)
In analogy to the previous derivation, this expression can be simplified by employing the cyclic identity for the
Levi-Civita tensor (in footnote 7), which gives,
−µλνσkκ1k1λk3σ = −k1 · k3κµνσk1σ − κµσλkν1k1σk3λ + κνσλkµ1 k1σk3λ + k21νσκµk3σ , (72)
and
−µλνσkκ3k1λk3σ = k1 · k3κµνσk3σ + κνσλkµ3 k1σk3λ − κµσλkν3k1σk3λ − k23κµνσk1σ . (73)
Note that unlike Eq. (42), where the term corresponding to the virtuality of the background gluons was set to be
k22 = k
2
4 = 0 in the Bjorken limit, here the analogous terms give k
3
1 = k
2
3 = Q
2 6= 0. With Eqs. (72) and (73), we can
rewrite Eq. (71) as( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)∣∣∣
u2=u4
= αβηκ(k2η − k4η)
×
([
1− G˙2B(u2, u3) + G˙B(u2, u3)G˙B(u1, u3)− G˙B(u2, u1)
(
G˙B(u2, u1) + G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u3, u2)
)]
kκ1 
µσλνk1σk3λ
+
[
− 1 + G˙2B(u2, u1) + G˙B(u2, u1)G˙B(u1, u3)− G˙B(u2, u3)
(
G˙B(u2, u1) + G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u3, u2)
)]
kκ3 
νσλµk1σk3λ
+
[
− G˙2B(u2, u1)− G˙B(u2, u1)G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u2, u3)G˙B(u2, u1) + G˙B(u2, u3)G˙B(u1, u3)
]
κµσλkν3k1σk3λ
+
[
G˙2B(u2, u3)− G˙B(u2, u3)G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u2, u1)G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u2, u1)G˙B(u3, u2)
]
κνσλkµ1 k1σk3λ
+
[
G˙2B(u2, u3)− G˙B(u2, u3)G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u2, u1)
(
G˙B(u2, u1) + G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u3, u2)
)]
k21
νσκµk3σ
+
[
G˙2B(u2, u1) + G˙B(u2, u1)G˙B(u1, u3)− G˙B(u2, u3)
(
G˙B(u2, u1) + G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u3, u2)
)]
k23
µκνσk1σ (74)
From gauge invariance, the terms proportional to ∼ kµ1 and ∼ kν3 do not contribute to the final answer. Further,
the terms proportional to ∼ k21 and ∼ k23 will be proportional to Q
2
2P ·q ≡ xB in the forward limit and are suppressed,
relative to the other terms, in Regge asymptotics. The leading contributions are therefore given by the first two lines
in the previous equation, which can be written in a greatly simplified form as( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)∣∣∣
u2=u4
= −1
2
αβηκ(k2η − k4η)
×
[
− 2 + G˙2B(u2, u1)− G˙2B(u1, u3) + G˙2B(u3, u2) +
(
G˙B(u2, u1) + G˙B(u1, u3) + G˙B(u3, u2)
)2]
(kκ1 + k
κ
3 )
µνσλk1σk3λ .
(75)
Using Eqs. (49) and (50) to further simplify the expression in the brackets, we obtain( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)∣∣∣
u2=u4
= −2αβηκ(k2η − k4η)
[
−GB(u2, u1) +GB(u1, u3)−GB(u3, u2)
]
× (kκ1 + kκ3 )µνσλk1σk3λ . (76)
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Finally, we can reexpress this result as11( 9∑
n=1
Iµναβn;(u1,u2,u3,u4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
)∣∣∣
u2=u4
= −2µνηκ(k1η − k3η)
[
−GB(u2, u1) +GB(u1, u3)−GB(u3, u2)
]
× (kκ2 + kκ4 )αβσλk2σk4λ . (77)
This expression has a very similar structure when compared to Eq. (51) that we derived in the Bjorken limit.
Substituting this sum of coefficients into the expression in Eq. (40) for the box diagram in the Regge limit yields
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
xBj→0
=
g2e2e2f
4pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
4∏
k=1
∫ 1
0
duk
×
[
−GB(u2, u1) +GB(u1, u3)−GB(u3, u2)
]
(kκ2 + k
κ
4 )
αβσλk2σk4λ
[
− k1 · k2GB(u1, u2)
−k1 · k3GB(u1, u3)− k1 · k4GB(u1, u4)− k2 · k3GB(u2, u3)− k2 · k4GB(u2, u4)− k3 · k4GB(u3, u4)
]−2
. (78)
Using rotational invariance of the worldline, we fix u2 = 0. In exact analogy to our calculation in the Bjorken limit,
there are six possible orderings of the proper time variables uk and these can be split, as previously, into the two
topologies corresponding to Figs. 3a and 3b. As noted, the two contributions corresponding to Fig. 3b have the
structure 1(k1+k4)2
1
(k2+k3)2
→ 1(Q2+2 xP ·q)2 while the four contributions corresponding to Fig. 3a are identical, having
the structure 1l2(Q2+2 xP ·q) and contain the infrared pole in l
2. Since the “cat’s eye” diagrams are finite and in addition
have a relative suppression l2/M2, where M2 ≡ 2xP · q  Q2 in Regge asymptotics12, we will consider only the four
diagrams corresponding to Fig. 3a henceforth.
Since the contributions of all for diagrams are identical, it is sufficient to examine one particular ordering of the
proper time variables, which we will choose to be u4 > u3 > u1 and multiply the expression by a factor of 4. We then
get
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
xBj→0
= 4
g2e2e2f
4pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
∫ 1
0
du4
∫ u4
0
du3
∫ u3
0
du1
×
[
−GB(0, u1) +GB(u1, u3)−GB(u3, 0)
]
(kκ2 + k
κ
4 )
αβσλk2σk4λ
[
− k1 · k2GB(u1, 0)
−k1 · k3GB(u1, u3)− k1 · k4GB(u1, u4)− k2 · k3GB(0, u3)− k2 · k4GB(0, u4)− k3 · k4GB(u3, u4)
]−2
. (79)
Introducing the Feynman parameters,
a1 = 1− u4; a2 = u4 − u3; a3 = u3 − u1; a4 = u1 , (80)
and using the explicit form of the boson worldline propagator,
GB(ui, uj) = |ui − uj | − (ui − uj)2 , (81)
we can rewrite the equation as
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
xBj→0
= 4
g2e2e2f
4pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
4∏
k=1
∫ 1
0
dak δ(1−
4∑
j=1
aj)
×
[
− 2a2a4
]
(kκ2 + k
κ
4 )
αβσλk2σk4λ
[
(k2 + k4)
2a2a4 + (k1 + k2)
2a1a3 + k
2
1a3a4 + k
2
2a1a4 + k
2
3a2a3 + k
2
4a1a2
]−2
.(82)
where in the numerator we neglect terms13 proportional to a1 ≡ u2 − u4. In the denominator, in contrast to our
discussion in the Bjorken limit, we will keep the dependence on the virtuality of the background gluons k22 and k
2
4;
these regulate the integrals over the β variables.
11 We employ here energy-momentum conservation (kκ1 + k
κ
3 = −kκ2 − kκ4 ), and the identity µνσλk1σk3σ = 12 µνσλ(k1 − k3)σ(k1 + k3)λ
(likewise, αβσλ(k2 − k4)σ(k2 + k4)λ = 2αβσλk2σk4λ).
12 The longitudinal momentum fraction x of the background gluons can be taken to be small but finite as xB → 0.
13 We remind the reader that due to rotational invariance of the worldline, the proper time coordinates u2 = 0 and u2 = 1 correspond to
the same point.
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We next make the change of variables,
a1 = α; ai = (1− α)βi, i = 2, 3, 4 , (83)
which yields
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
xBj→0
(84)
= 4
g2e2e2f
4pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
∫ 1
0
dα
4∏
k=2
∫ 1
0
dβk δ(1−
4∑
j=2
βj)
[
− 2β2β4
]
(kκ2 + k
κ
4 )
αβσλk2σk4λ
×
[
(k2 + k4)
2(1− α)β2β4 + (k1 + k2)2αβ3 + k21(1− α)β3β4 + k22αβ4 + k23(1− α)β2β3 + k24αβ2
]−2
.
where in the numerator we neglect terms14 proportional to α = u2 − u4.
The integration over α yields
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
xBj→0
= −2g
2e2e2f
pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki) (k
κ
2 + k
κ
4 )
αβσλk2σk4λ (85)
×
4∏
k=2
∫ 1
0
dβk δ(1−
4∑
j=2
βj)
β2β4
(k2 + k4)2β2β4 + k21β3β4 + k
2
3β2β3
× 1
(k1 + k2)2β3 + k22β4 + k
2
4β2
.
We will now equate k23 = k
2
1 and k
2
4 = k
2
2, which are both valid in the forward limit. As we will see, these substitutions
don’t affect the infrared 1/l2 pole in the final answer. Hence,
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
xBj→0
= −2g
2e2e2f
pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki) (k
κ
2 + k
κ
4 )
αβσλk2σk4λ (86)
×
4∏
k=2
∫ 1
0
dβk δ(1−
4∑
j=2
βj)
β2β4
(k2 + k4)2β2β4 + k21β3(1− β3)
× 1
(2k1 · k2 + k21)β3 + k22
.
The integration over the variable β3 is dominated by small values β3 ∼ k
2
2
2k1·k2 , where we take into account the fact
that in the Regge limit 2k1 · k2 + k21 ' 2k1 · k2. One can therefore write,
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
xBj→0
= −2 g
2e2e2f
pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
kκ2 + k
κ
4
(k2 + k4)2
αβσλk2σk4λ
×
∫ 1
0
dβ3
1
2k1 · k2β3 + k22
. (87)
As promised, the infrared pole l2 = (k2 + k4)
2 is manifest in this expression. The integration over β3 is easily
performed, giving
ΓµναβA [k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
xBj→0
= −2g
2e2e2f
pi2
µνηκ(k1η − k3η)(2pi)4δ(4)(
4∑
i=1
ki)
kκ2 + k
κ
4
(k2 + k4)2
αβσλk2σk4λ
1
2k1 · k2 ln
[2k1 · k2 + k22
k22
]
.
(88)
Substituting this result into Eqs. (29) and (24), performing the integrals over intermediate coordinates and mo-
menta, after analytical continuation to Minkowski space-time, we obtain
iW˜µνf (q, P, S) = −
g2e2f
pi3
µνηκqη Im
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
1
2 k · q ln
[2q · k + k2
k2
] ∫
d4z e−ikz lim
lκ→0
lκ
l2
〈P ′, S|Trc(Fαβ(z)F˜αβ(0))|P, S〉 ,
(89)
14 These terms are of order Q2/M2  1 in Regge asymptotics.
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where k ≡ k2 is the virtuality of the background gluons, and l = P ′ − P .
We will now take into account the fact that the virtuality of the background gluons in the Regge limit is transverse,
k2 ' −k2⊥. This is analogous to the Bjorken limit expression in Eq. (63), where we had q2 = −Q2. We can similarly
take the imaginary part of the logarithm, which gives
iW˜µνf (q, P, S) =
g2e2f
pi2
µνηκqη
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
1
2 k · q
∫
d4z e−ikz lim
lκ→0
lκ
l2
〈P ′, S|Trc(Fαβ(z)F˜αβ(0))|P, S〉 . (90)
The rest of the derivation follows exactly along the lines of Section III. Assuming that k ≈ (k · n)Pµ, introducing
the variable x through the identity
∫
dx
∫
dξei(x−(k·n))ξ = 2pi, and performing the integration over k in Eq. (90), we
obtain
iW˜µνf (q, P, S) =
4
P · q 
µνη
κqη
∫ 1
xB
dx
x
∫
dξ
2pi
e−iξx lim
lκ→0
lκ
l2
〈P ′, S|αse
2
f
2pi
TrcFαβ(ξn)F˜
αβ(0)|P, S〉. (91)
Comparing our result with the antisymmetric part of the hadron tensor in Eq. (4), we obtain finally,
Sµg1(xB , Q
2)
∣∣∣
Q2→∞
=
∑
f
e2f
αs
ipiMN
∫ 1
xB
dx
x
∫
dξ
2pi
e−iξx lim
lµ→0
lµ
l2
〈P ′, S|TrcFαβ(ξn)F˜αβ(0)|P, S〉 . (92)
B. Discussion of Eq. (92)
Eq. (92) is the other key result of this paper. It is valid in Regge asymptotics, where 2k · q  Q2 → x > xB and
xB → 0. With this in mind, if we compare Eqs. (92) and (68), the result for g1(xB , Q2) is formally identical in the
two limits.
However both qualitatively and quantitatively, the results for g1(xB , Q
2) can be quite different in the two limits
because the scales controlling the off-forward matrix element of the topological charge density represent very different
physics. In the Bjorken limit, this scale is set by Q2 while in the Regge limit, it is likely set by an emergent semi-hard
saturation scale Qs(x) that controls the virtuality of the background gluons k
2 = −k2⊥ = −Q2s. The saturation scale
is a dynamical close packing scale corresponding to the maximal occupancy (∼ 1/αs) of gluon modes with transverse
momenta k⊥ ≤ Qs(x) at a given x [106, 107].
The scale evolution of the matrix element in Regge asymptotics will depend on the small x evolution within the
shock wave that describes spin diffusion from large x in the polarized proton target to the DIS probe. As we noted
in the introduction, there is an extensive literature studying spin diffusion in the Regge asymptotics of perturbative
QCD [31–41]. How the physics of UA(1) breaking discussed briefly in Sec. III B is realized by small x partons is an
open question of great interest. Interestingly some of this nonperturbative dynamics can be explored in weak coupling
since αs(Qs)  1 in Regge asymptotics. In our forthcoming work, we will write down the small x effective action
that is consistent with the anomalous chiral Ward identities (reflecting the physics of the anomaly) and describe its
QCD evolution.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we employed the worldline formalism, we developed previously for unpolarized DIS in [78], to
compute the box diagram of polarized DIS in the Bjorken and Regge asymptotics of QCD. In particular, we find that
the computation of the box diagram is nearly identical in both asymptotic limits. This is remarkable from the point
of view of standard computational techniques that employ the operator product expansion, since it is well known that
the OPE cannot be applied straightforwardly in Regge asymptotics [108].
We find that in both asymptotics, the matrix element for the g1(xB , Q
2) structure function is identically controlled
by the triangle anomaly, which has an infrared pole in the forward scattering limit. As we discussed at length in the
introduction, the cancellation of this pole involves a subtle interplay of perturbative and nonperturbative physics that
is deeply related to the UA(1) problem in QCD. As a further consequence, our results bring up important questions
regarding the applicability of QCD factorization to observables that are sensitive to the anomaly.
Though the matrix element for g1 is formally identical in both Bjorken and Regge limits, the underlying physics
is quite different. Some of these qualitative differences are already evident from our derivations in Secs. III and
IV. In paper II in this series, we will derive the small x effective action that follows from the cancellation of the
infrared pole in the matrix element of the anomaly. This effective action, consistent with anomalous chiral Ward
identities, is controlled by two dimensionful scales in Regge asymptotics. The first is the color charge squared per unit
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area, which is proportional to the saturation scale Q2s [109–111], while the second is the pure Yang-Mills topological
susceptibility [25, 26, 57]. The physics of the former has been discussed extensively in the context of small x physics
with the framework of the Color Glass Condensate Effective Field Theory [106].
The latter is often tied to the physics of instantons in QCD, though this is not necessarily the case. An excellent
review of the many subtleties involved can be found in [112]. More generally, one can argue that the fundamental origin
of this scale has to do with the description of the QCD vacuum as energy degenerate θ-vacua, each corresponding
to distinct integer valued Chern-Simons number. We will argue that the dynamics governing helicity evolution is
governed by over the barrier sphaleron transitions that are enhanced by the large dynamical saturation scale. This
is analogous to the important role played by sphaleron transitions in electroweak baryogenesis [113] and in QCD at
finite temperature [114, 115]. Such an interplay between the saturation scale and rate of topological transitions has
been studied recently for highly occupied Yang-Mills fields off-equilibrium [116].
Paper III will discuss the renormalization group evolution of the helicity dependent effective action. With decreasing
xB (or increasing energy), studies in the CGC EFT suggest that the background classical (high occupancy) fields
have a lumpier structure with radii ∼ 1/Qs; as shown in [116] for off-equilibrium Yang-Mills fields, these lumps are
also associated with a faster rate of topological transitions that flip the helicity of left handed quarks to right handed
quarks or vice versa. Our conjecture, which will be explored at greater length in Paper III, is that spin diffusion in
this “disordered medium” is rapid, leading to a strong damping of g1(xB , Q
2) and other spin-dependent observables
that are sensitive to the anomaly [29]. Because αs(Qs) << 1 in Regge asymptotics, the rate of this damping can
be computed in a weak coupling framework and compared to the results of polarized DIS experiments at the EIC.
Such experiments therefore have the potential to uncover novel dynamical features associated with the topology of
the QCD vacuum and its interplay with the physics of gluon saturation.
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Appendix A: Computation of the coefficient Iµναβ1;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4] in Eq. (34)
In this appendix, we will provide a detailed computation of the first of nine terms in the coefficient that appears in
the worldline expression (Eq. (34)) for the box diagram for polarized DIS:
1
4pi2T 2
Iµναβ1;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉 =
∫
Dx
∫
Dψ
(
Cµναβ1;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]ei
∑4
i=1 kixi − (µ↔ ν)
)
× exp
{
−
∫ T
0
dτ
(1
4
x˙2 +
1
2
ψµψ˙
µ
)}
, (A1)
Here 〈. . . 〉 on the l.h.s denotes the Wick contraction of the worldline trajectories that we discussed in the main text
and Cµναβ1;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4] = −4x˙ν3ψ
µ
1ψ1 · k1x˙β4ψα2 ψ2 · k2. The coefficients C2 → C4 can be obtained by a simple
permutation of the momentum and proper time labels of our result below and the results for C5 → C9 are obtained
from a straightforward generalization of our discussion. The results for Iµναβ2,··· ,9;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4) are given in Appendix B.
We begin by writing the expression above as15
1
4pi2T 2
Iµναβ1;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉 = (−4)(4piT )−24
(
〈x˙ν3 x˙β4 ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉〈ψµ1ψρ1ψα2 ψλ2 〉k1ρk2λ − (µ↔ ν)
)
.
(A2)
15 The details of calculation of worldline functional integrals can be found in Ref. [16].
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We will now compute the Wick contractions of the worldline trajectories. Starting with 〈x˙ν3 x˙β4 eik1x1eik3x3eik2x2eik4x4〉
and performing the Wick contractions, we can write it as
〈x˙ν3 x˙β4 eik1x1eik3x3eik2x2eik4x4〉= 〈x˙ν3 x˙β4 〉 eik1x1eik3x3eik2x2eik4x4
+ 〈x˙ν3eik1x1〉〈x˙β4 eik3x3〉 eik2x2eik4x4 + 〈x˙ν3eik1x1〉〈x˙β4 eik2x2〉 eik3x3eik4x4
+ 〈x˙ν3eik2x2〉〈x˙β4 eik1x1〉 eik3x3eik4x4 + 〈x˙ν3eik2x2〉〈x˙β4 eik3x3〉 eik1x1eik4x4
+ 〈x˙ν3eik4x4〉〈x˙β4 eik1x1〉 eik3x3eik2x2 + 〈x˙ν3eik4x4〉〈x˙β4 eik3x3〉 eik1x1eik2x2
+ 〈x˙ν3eik4x4〉〈x˙β4 eik2x2〉 eik1x1eik3x3 . (A3)
Using the worldline identities [16]
〈yµ(τ1)eik·y(τ2)〉 = i〈yµ(τ1)yν(τ2)〉kνeik·y(τ2) ,
〈yµ(τ1)yν(τ2)〉 = −gµνGB(τ1, τ2) , (A4)
in the expression above, yields
〈x˙ν3 x˙β4 eik1x1eik3x3eik2x2eik4x4〉
=
[
− gνβ ∂
2
∂τ3∂τ4
GB(τ3, τ4)
−k1ζk3ξgνζgβξG˙B(τ3, τ1)G˙B(τ4, τ3)− k1ζk2ξgνζgβξG˙B(τ3, τ1)G˙B(τ4, τ2)
−k2ζk1ξgνζgβξG˙B(τ3, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ1)− k2ζk3ξgνζgβξG˙B(τ3, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ3)
−k4ζk1ξgνζgβξG˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ1)− k4ζk3ξgνζgβξG˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ3)− k4ζk2ξgνζgβξG˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ2)
]
×〈eik1x1eik3x3eik2x2eik4x4〉 . (A5)
This can be written more simply as
〈x˙ν3 x˙β4 eik1x1eik3x3eik2x2eik4x4〉
=
[
− gνβ ∂
2
∂τ3∂τ4
GB(τ3, τ4)− kν1kβ3 G˙B(τ3, τ1)G˙B(τ4, τ3)− kν1kβ2 G˙B(τ3, τ1)G˙B(τ4, τ2)
−kν2kβ1 G˙B(τ3, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ1)− kν2kβ3 G˙B(τ3, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ3)
−kν4kβ1 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ1)− kν4kβ3 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ3)− kν4kβ2 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ2)
]
×〈eik1x1eik3x3eik2x2eik4x4〉 . (A6)
We next consider the Grassmann Wick contractions,
〈ψµ1ψρ1ψα2 ψλ2 〉 = −〈ψµ1ψα2 〉〈ψρ1ψλ2 〉+ 〈ψµ1ψλ2 〉〈ψρ1ψα2 〉 . (A7)
Using the identity,
〈ψµ(τ1)ψν(τ2)〉 = 1
2
gµνGF (τ1, τ2) ≡ 1
2
gµνsign(τ1 − τ2) , (A8)
we obtain
〈ψµ1ψρ1ψα2 ψλ2 〉 =
1
4
(−gµαgρλ + gµλgρα) . (A9)
Contracting the product of two Levi-Civita tensors, which gives,
αβµναβρσ = −2(δµρ δνσ − δµσδνρ ) (A10)
or equivalently,
1
8
µρκηαλκη =
1
4
(−gµαgρλ + gµλgρα) (A11)
allows us to express Eq. (A7) in terms of this product as,
〈ψµ1ψρ1ψα2 ψλ2 〉 =
1
8
µρκηαλκη . (A12)
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Substituting Eqs. (A6) and (A12) back into expression for Iµναβ1;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4], we obtain:
1
4pi2T 2
Iµναβ1;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉 (A13)
= (−4)(4piT )−24
([
− gνβ ∂
2
∂τ3∂τ4
GB(τ3, τ4)− kν1kβ3 G˙B(τ3, τ1)G˙B(τ4, τ3)− kν1kβ2 G˙B(τ3, τ1)G˙B(τ4, τ2)
−kν2kβ1 G˙B(τ3, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ1)− kν2kβ3 G˙B(τ3, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ3)− kν4kβ1 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ1)− kν4kβ3 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ3)
−kν4kβ2 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ2)
]1
8
µρκηαλκηk1ρk2λ − (µ↔ ν)
)
〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉
To cleanly separate out the tensorial structure of the “external” indices (µ, ν, α, β) in the r.h.s of the above expres-
sion, we use the fact that (
gδνµρκζαλκζ − (µ↔ ν)
)
, (A14)
can be rewritten as
1
2
(
gδνµρκζαλκζ − (µ↔ ν)
)
= (−gδνgµαgρλ + gδνgµλgρα + gδµgναgρλ − gδµgνλgρα)
≡ 1
2
µνκη
(
αδκηg
ρλ − λδ κηgρα
)
, (A15)
where we used the identity in Eq. (A11). We can further simplify this expression such that the external µ, ν indices
are manifest on the r.h.s:
1
2
(
gδνµρκζαλκζ − (µ↔ ν)
)
=
1
2
µνκη
(
gρλαδκη − gραλδκη
)
=
1
2
µνκη
(
− gρδκηλα − gρκηλαδ − gρηλαδκ
)
=
1
2
µνκη
(
− gρδκηλα − 2gρηλαδκ
)
(A16)
This then allows us to write
1
4pi2T 2
Iµναβ1;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉 (A17)
= (4piT )−24
{[
δβδ
∂2
∂τ3∂τ4
GB(τ3, τ4) + k1δk
β
3 G˙B(τ3, τ1)G˙B(τ4, τ3) + k1δk
β
2 G˙B(τ3, τ1)G˙B(τ4, τ2)
+k2δk
β
1 G˙B(τ3, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ1) + k2δk
β
3 G˙B(τ3, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ3) + k4δk
β
1 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ1) + k4δk
β
3 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ3)
+k4δk
β
2 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ2)
]1
2
µνκη
(
− kδ1κηλα − 2kη1λαδκ
)
k2λ
}
〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉 .
To further simplify the expression, we will perform a partial integration of the first term in the square bracket. This
acts on the plane waves in 〈· · · 〉. Since the latter satisfy the identity [16],
〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉 = exp
[
k1 · k2GB(τ1, τ2) + k1 · k3GB(τ1, τ3) + k1 · k4GB(τ1, τ4)
+k2 · k3GB(τ2, τ3) + k2 · k4GB(τ2, τ4) + k3 · k4GB(τ3, τ4)
]
, (A18)
we can express Iµναβ1;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉 finally as
1
4pi2T 2
Iµναβ1;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉
= (4piT )−24
{[
δβδ G˙B(τ3, τ4)
(
k1 · k4G˙B(τ1, τ4) + k2 · k4G˙B(τ2, τ4) + k3 · k4G˙B(τ3, τ4)
)
+k1δk
β
3 G˙B(τ3, τ1)G˙B(τ4, τ3) + k1δk
β
2 G˙B(τ3, τ1)G˙B(τ4, τ2)
+k2δk
β
1 G˙B(τ3, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ1) + k2δk
β
3 G˙B(τ3, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ3) + k4δk
β
1 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ1) + k4δk
β
3 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ3)
+k4δk
β
2 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ2)
]1
2
µνκη
(
− kδ1κηλα − 2kη1λαδκ
)
k2λ
}
〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉 .
One can likewise derive analogous expressions for the other 8 terms in Eq. (34). They all have the common tensorial
structure 12
µν
κη
(
− kδ1κηλα − 2kη1λαδκ
)
k2λ and differ only in the expressions inside the square brackets.
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In the forward limit, the second term of the tensorial structure yields the non-trivial contribution ∼ µνηκqη. This
is identical to that appearing in the the general decomposition of the hadron tensor in Eq. (4). In contrast, the first
term vanishes due to a Ward identity. As a result, we obtain finally,
1
4pi2T 2
Iµναβ1;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉 (A19)
= (4piT )−24
{[
δβδ G˙B(τ3, τ4)
(
k1 · k4G˙B(τ1, τ4) + k2 · k4G˙B(τ2, τ4) + k3 · k4G˙B(τ3, τ4)
)
+k1δk
β
3 G˙B(τ3, τ1)G˙B(τ4, τ3) + k1δk
β
2 G˙B(τ3, τ1)G˙B(τ4, τ2) + k2δk
β
1 G˙B(τ3, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ1) + k2δk
β
3 G˙B(τ3, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ3)
+k4δk
β
1 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ1) + k4δk
β
3 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ3) + k4δk
β
2 G˙B(τ3, τ4)G˙B(τ4, τ2)
]
µνηκk1η
λαδκk2λ
}
〈ei
∑4
i=1 kixi〉 .
Appendix B: Coefficients Iµναβn;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4] in the Bjorken limit u1 = u3
In this appendix, we provide explicit expressions for the coefficients Iµναβn;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4] in the Bjorken limit
u1 = u3. These coefficients were employed in deriving Eq. (41). As stated in the main text, this result can be
straightforward adapted to the Regge limit.
The complete list results for the coefficients are as follows.
Iµναβ1;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
u1=u3
=
(
δβδ G˙B(τ1, τ4)
(
(k1 + k3) · k4G˙B(τ1, τ4) + k2 · k4G˙B(τ2, τ4)
)
−k2δ(kβ1 + kβ3 )G˙B(τ1, τ2)G˙B(τ1, τ4)− k4δ(kβ1 + kβ3 )G˙2B(τ1, τ4)− k4δkβ2 G˙B(τ1, τ4)G˙B(τ2, τ4)
)
µνηκk1η
λαδκk2λ .
(B1)
Iµναβ2;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
u1=u3
=
(
δαδ G˙B(τ1, τ2)
(
(k1 + k3) · k2G˙B(τ1, τ2) + k2 · k4G˙B(τ4, τ2)
)
−k4δ(kα1 + kα3 )G˙B(τ1, τ2)G˙B(τ1, τ4)− k2δ(kα1 + kα3 )G˙2B(τ1, τ2)− k2δkα4 G˙B(τ1, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ2)
)
µνηκk1η
λβδκk4λ .
(B2)
Iµναβ3;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
u1=u3
= −
(
δβδ G˙B(τ1, τ4)
(
(k1 + k3) · k4G˙B(τ1, τ4) + k2 · k4G˙B(τ2, τ4)
)
−k2δ(kβ1 + kβ3 )G˙B(τ1, τ2)G˙B(τ1, τ4)− k4δ(kβ1 + kβ3 )G˙2B(τ1, τ4)− k4δkβ2 G˙B(τ1, τ4)G˙B(τ2, τ4)
)
µνηκk3η
λαδκk2λ .
(B3)
Iµναβ4;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
u1=u3
= −
(
δαδ G˙B(τ1, τ2)
(
(k1 + k3) · k2G˙B(τ1, τ2) + k2 · k4G˙B(τ4, τ2)
)
−k4δ(kα1 + kα3 )G˙B(τ1, τ2)G˙B(τ1, τ4)− k2δ(kα1 + kα3 )G˙2B(τ1, τ2)− k2δkα4 G˙B(τ1, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ2)
)
µνηκk3η
λβδκk4λ .
(B4)
Iµναβ5;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
u1=u3
=
(
G˙B(τ1, τ2)k2δ + G˙B(τ1, τ4)k4δ
)
µνκζ
(
gρκζβδαgλη + gρκζηαδgλβ
+gρκζβλδgαη + gρκζηδλgαβ
)(
G˙(τ1, τ2) + G˙(τ2, τ4) + G˙(τ4, τ1)
)
k1ρk2λk4η .
(B5)
Iµναβ6;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
u1=u3
= −
(
G˙B(τ1, τ2)k2δ + G˙B(τ1, τ4)k4δ
)
µνκζ
(
gρκζβδαgλη + gρκζηαδgλβ
+gρκζβλδgαη + gρκζηδλgαβ
)(
G˙B(τ1, τ2) + G˙B(τ2, τ4) + G˙B(τ4, τ1)
)
k3ρk2λk4η .
(B6)
Iµναβ7;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
u1=u3
= Iµναβ8;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
u1=u3
= 0 . (B7)
Iµναβ9;(τ1,τ2,τ3,τ4)[k1, k3, k2, k4]
∣∣∣
u1=u3
= −2µνηκαβλσk1ηk3κk2λk4σ . (B8)
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Appendix C: Calculation of the triangle diagram in the worldline approach
We will compute here the triangle graph in the worldline approach. To do this, we will extend the worldline
representation of the QCD effective action to include an auxialliary axial vector interaction /A5γ5 [12, 16, 82, 117, 118]:
Γ[A,A5] = −1
2
Trc
∫ ∞
0
dT
T
∫
Dx
∫
AP
Dψ
× exp
{
−
∫ T
0
dτ
(1
4
x˙2 +
1
2
ψµψ˙
µ + igx˙µAµ − igψµψνFµν − 2iψ5x˙µψµψνAν5 + iψ5∂µAµ5 + (D − 2)A25
)}
, (C1)
where ψ5 is the Grassmann counterpart of γ5 matrix in the worldline framework.
To compute the triangle graph of the anomaly, since J5 couples to A5, we first take the functional derivative with
respect to A5, and then set it equal to zero. Hence,
〈P ′, S|Jκ5 |P, S〉 =
∫
d4y
∂
∂A5κ(y)
Γ[A,A5]
∣∣∣
A5=0
eily ≡ Γκ5 [l] . (C2)
Then employing the worldline action in Eq. (C1) including Γ[A,A5], we get
Γκ5 [l] =
i
2
Trc
∫ ∞
0
dT
T
∫
Dx
∫
AP
Dψ
∫ T
0
dτl ψ5
(
ilκ + 2ψκl x˙l · ψl
)
eilxl
× exp
{
−
∫ T
0
dτ
(1
4
x˙2 +
1
2
ψµψ˙
µ + igx˙µAµ − igψµψνFµν
)}
, (C3)
where τl is the proper time coordinate of the A5 insertion into the worldline, and l is the incoming momentum. As
usual, we also use the shorthand notation xl ≡ x(τl), ψl ≡ ψ(τl).
A5(l)
FIG. 4. The triangle graph representing the vector-vector-axial vector (VVA) coupling of the chiral anomaly.
To compute Fig. 4, we will first expand the phase in Eq. (C3) to second order in the coupling constant:
Γκ5 [l] = −
ig2
2
Trc
∫ ∞
0
dT
T
∫
Dx
∫
AP
Dψ
∫ T
0
dτl ψ5
(
ilκ + 2ψκl x˙l · ψl
)
eilxl
∫ T
0
dτ2
∫ T
0
dτ4
×
(
x˙α2Aα(x2)− 2ψλ2ψα2 ∂λAα(x2)
)(
x˙β4Aβ(x4)− 2ψη4ψβ4 ∂ηAβ(x4)
)
exp
{
−
∫ T
0
dτ
(1
4
x˙2 +
1
2
ψµψ˙
µ
)}
.
(C4)
We can rewrite this equation as
Γκ5 [l] =
∫
d4k2
(2pi)4
∫
d4k4
(2pi)4
Γκαβ5 [l, k2, k4] TrcAα(k2)Aβ(k4) , (C5)
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where the VVA vertex function,
Γκαβ5 [l, k2, k4] ≡ −
ig2
2
∫ ∞
0
dT
T
∫
Dx
∫
AP
Dψ
∫ T
0
dτl ψ5
(
ilκ + 2ψκl x˙l · ψl
)
eilxl (C6)
×
∫ T
0
dτ2
∫ T
0
dτ4
(
x˙α2 + 2iψ
α
2 ψ
λ
2 k2λ
)
eik2x2
(
x˙β4 + 2iψ
β
4ψ
η
4k4η
)
eik4x4 exp
{
−
∫ T
0
dτ
(1
4
x˙2 +
1
2
ψµψ˙
µ
)}
.
This structure is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Examining Γκαβ5 [l, k2, k4], we notice that it has a ψ5 in the argument of the Grassmannian functional integral; this
changes the boundary condition from being antiperiodic (AP) to being periodic (P). As a result, the Grassmann
variables in the functional integral acquire a zero mode, which can be separated out from the nonzero modes in the
action and in the measure as,
ψµ(τ) = ψµ0 + ξ
µ(τ) ;
∫
P
Dψ =
∫
d4ψ0
∫
P
Dξ ;
∫ T
0
dτ ξ(τ) = 0 . (C7)
Separating out the zero mode thus, we obtain
Γκαβ5 [l, k2, k4] ≡ −
ig2
2
∫ ∞
0
dT
T
∫
Dx
∫
d4ψ0
∫
P
Dξ
∫ T
0
dτl
(
ilκ + 2ψκl x˙l · ψl
)
eilxl
×
∫ T
0
dτ2
∫ T
0
dτ4
(
x˙α2 + 2iψ
α
2 ψ
λ
2 k2λ
)
eik2x2
(
x˙β4 + 2iψ
β
4ψ
η
4k4η
)
eik4x4 exp
{
−
∫ T
0
dτ
(1
4
x˙2 +
1
2
ψµψ˙
µ
)}∣∣∣
ψ=ψ0+ξ
.
(C8)
The evaluation of the functional integrals over x and ξ, as well as the integral over zero mode ψ0, is straightforward.
In particular, we use the identities, ∫
d4ψ0 ψ
µ
0ψ
ν
0ψ
ρ
0ψ
σ
0 = 
µνρσ , (C9)
and ∫
P
Dξ ξµ(τ1)ξν(τ2) exp
{
−
∫ T
0
dτ
1
2
ξµξ˙
µ
}
= gµν
1
2
G˙B(τ1, τ2) , (C10)
where the first derivative of the bosonic worldline propagator is
G˙B(τ1, τ2) ≡ ∂
∂τ1
GB(τ1, τ2) = sign(τ1 − τ2)− 2τ1 − τ2
T
. (C11)
The details of the calculation of the functional integral over bosonic worldline trajectories x can be found in [78].
Evaluating the integrals, we obtain after lengthy algebraric manipulations,
Γκαβ5 [l, k2, k4] = 2
∫ ∞
0
dT
T
(4piT )−2
∫ T
0
dτl
∫ T
0
dτ2
∫ T
0
dτ4
×
[{
− G˙2B(τl, τ4) + G˙B(τl, τ4)G˙B(τ2, τ4) + G˙B(τl, τ2)G˙B(τl, τ4)− G˙B(τl, τ2)G˙B(τ2, τ4)
}
k2 · k4καβσk2σ
+
{
G˙2B(τl, τ2) + G˙B(τl, τ2)G˙B(τ2, τ4)− G˙B(τl, τ4)G˙B(τl, τ2)− G˙B(τl, τ4)G˙B(τ2, τ4)
}
k2 · k4καβσk4σ
+
{
− G˙2B(τl, τ4) + G˙B(τl, τ4)G˙B(τ2, τ4) + G˙B(τl, τ2)G˙B(τl, τ4)− G˙B(τl, τ2)G˙B(τ2, τ4)
}
κασλkβ2 k2σk4λ
+
{
G˙2B(τl, τ2) + G˙B(τl, τ2)G˙B(τ2, τ4)− G˙B(τl, τ4)G˙B(τl, τ2)− G˙B(τl, τ4)G˙B(τ2, τ4)
}
κβσλkα4 k2σk4λ
+
{
− 1 + G˙2B(τl, τ2)
}
αβσλkκ2k2σk4λ +
{
− 1 + G˙2B(τl, τ4)
}
αβσλkκ4k2σk4λ
]
× exp
[
− k2 · k4GB(τl, τ2)− k2 · k4GB(τl, τ4) + k2 · k4GB(τ2, τ4)
]
(2pi)4δ4(l + k2 + k4) . (C12)
As in the main text, we use the on mass-shell condition k22 = k
2
4 = 0 for the background gluons.
Now using the identity,
αβσλkκ2k2σk4λ = −k2 · k4καβσk2σ − κασλkβ2 k2σk4λ − βσλκkα2 k2σk4λ − k22λκαβk4λ , (C13)
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that we employed in the main text, and a similar identity for αβσλkκ4k2σk4λ, we obtain,
Γκαβ5 [l, k2, k4] = 2
∫ ∞
0
dT
T
(4piT )−2
∫ T
0
dτl
∫ T
0
dτ2
∫ T
0
dτ4
×
([
1− G˙2B(τl, τ4) + G˙B(τl, τ4)G˙B(τ2, τ4)− G˙B(τl, τ2)
(
G˙B(τl, τ2) + G˙B(τ2, τ4) + G˙B(τ4, τl)
)]
×(k2 · k4καβσk2σ + κασλkβ2 k2σk4λ)
+
[
− 1 + G˙2B(τl, τ2)− G˙B(τl, τ2)G˙B(τ4, τ2) + G˙B(τl, τ4)
(
G˙B(τl, τ4) + G˙B(τ4, τ2) + G˙B(τ2, τl)
)]
×(k2 · k4καβσk4σ + κβσλkα4 k2σk4λ)
)
× exp
[
− k2 · k4GB(τl, τ2)− k2 · k4GB(τl, τ4) + k2 · k4GB(τ2, τ4)
]
(2pi)4δ4(l + k2 + k4) , (C14)
where we took into account the constrains kα2Aα(k2) = 0 and k
β
4Aβ(k4) = 0 from gauge invariance. Further simplifying
this result, and using the identity,
1− G˙2B(τi, τj) =
4
T
GB(τi, τj) , (C15)
we rewrite our result as
Γκαβ5 [l, k2, k4] =
∫ ∞
0
dT
T
(4piT )−2
∫ T
0
dτl
∫ T
0
dτ2
∫ T
0
dτ4
4
T
[
GB(τl, τ2)−GB(τ2, τ4) +GB(τl, τ4)
]
αβσλk2σk4λ
×(−kκ2 − kκ4 ) exp
[
− k2 · k4(GB(τl, τ2)−GB(τ2, τ4) +GB(τl, τ4))
]
(2pi)4δ4(l + k2 + k4) (C16)
Introducing the variable u ≡ τ/T , with u ∈ [0, 1], we can integrate over the worldline period T . By doing so,
one finds that the numerator and denominator of the expressions containing the Green’s functions cancel each other,
yielding
Γκαβ5 [l, k2, k4] =
1
2pi2
kκ2 + k
κ
4
(k2 + k4)2
ασβλk2σk4λ(2pi)
4δ4(l + k2 + k4) . (C17)
Note that this result can be expressed in the form stated in Eq. (6.49) of Ref. [16], thereby providing a nice consistency
check of our derivation.
Substituting this VVA vertex function back into Eq. (C5), we obtain our final result,
Γκ5 [l] =
1
4pi2
lκ
l2
∫
d4k2
(2pi)4
∫
d4k4
(2pi)4
TrcFαβ(k2)F˜
αβ(k4) (2pi)
4δ4(l + k2 + k4) . (C18)
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